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Mastedly is Crystal Delta's comprehensive portfolio of industry leading education
products and services. We innovate in technology that enhances learning and teaching.

Accessible and interactive. With zero-code, author responsive and standardised course material
from within the Learning Management System editor to promote adoption and engagement.

INTUITIVE

ACCESSIBLE

INTERACTIVE

Accelerate course authoring with ready-made blocks and customisable templates. Create
fully responsive and consistent course pages within your LMS. No coding required. 

Achieve equity in access for diverse learners, and create accessible, well designed
content using Loree's built-in WCAG 2.1 AA Checker. No coding required. 

Inspire learners with easy-to-add interactive elements. Increase learner
engagement while reducing the time it takes to create. No coding required.

Course Authoring. Loree.

Interactive. Efficient.
Course Authoring. 

Education
Technology
Experts

Design & Share

Book a Demo

Improve the quality and consistency of your course
content whilst empowering your educators with easy-
to-use and easy-to-share course templates.  

Admin Dashboard

Assign global design rules and practices. Manage
roles, features, categories, and interactive elements
within the admin dashboard. 

Style Manager

Establish and share global styles to maximise course
consistency. Upload a custom font, set brand colors
and customise subaccounts to meet your
organisational needs.   

Loree supports institutions with scaling learning
design across your entire organisation.
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Interactives

Meet some of our
Loree Community

Engaging. Interactive.
Course Design.
Create engaging learning experiences by easily
adding interactive elements. It's as easy as 1, 2, 3!

Accordion

Multiple Choice

Click and Reveal

Tab

Flip Cards

Image Hotspot

Buttons

Image/Video Slider

Drag and Drop

Reduce the amount of text
presented to users at a glance,

whilst shortening pages and
reducing scrolling. 

Allows users to easily build in a quick
skill check. Optionally, data can be

collected for learning analysis. 

Allows users to offer additional
information upon interaction. Great

for a quick skill check. 

Primary goal of tabs is to present
users with a grouped and layered
view of content, saving valuable

screen real estate. 

Take advantage of the
movement/motion element within this

interactive to increase learner
engagement. 

Allows learners to tap a specific area
of an image increasing engagement. 

Allow for easy and intuitive actions
for learners to take or make a choice

with a single tap. 

Helps to pace delivery of visual
information, whilst reducing scrolling.

Allows learners to interact with an
image by matching text elements to

a specific area/s.

Book a Demo
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